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Overview and General
Framework
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A Brief History of Partnership Audit Rules (or
How Did We Get Here?)


Prior to 1982:
- Any adjustment to item attributable to partner’s interest in
partnership required IRS exam of partner
- Separate proceedings resulted in inconsistent treatment with
respect to same partnership items
- Not all parties subject to examination (e.g. – statute of
limitations)



1982-2015 (TEFRA):
- Unified rules to allow IRS adjustments to partnership items of
partnership in one proceeding, with computational adjustments
to partners’ returns to reflect proper treatment of partnership
items
- Still no statutory mechanism for collecting tax at the entity level
• The IRS generally had to seek payment of underpaid tax directly
from the partners
• Factual determinations related to specific partners dealt with
through deficiency procedures at partner level
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Why Change the Law?







Increased number and complexity of partnerships
Substantial increase in number of large partnerships
Complex rules requiring IRS to notify to all partners of
administrative proceeding and adjustments
Elective nature of electing large partnership regime
Audits couldn’t keep pace
27.1%
0.8%



2012 percentage of audits closed for large corporations
2012 percentage of audits closed for large partnerships

Passage of adjustments to partnership items to partners
complex and time consuming
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Overview of the New Rules


The Bipartisan Budge Act of 2015 (the “BBA”) establishes
new rules for partnership audits and assessment of tax
- Changes the way partnerships are assessed tax and, for the first
time, makes a partnership liable for U.S. federal income tax
- Generally effective for partnership returns filed for tax years
beginning on or after January 1, 2018
- TEFRA and electing large partnership rules repealed



Proposed regulations were issued in June, November and
December 2017, and February 2018
 The Consolidated Appropriations Act, enacted March 23,
2018, (“CAA”) provided clarifications and technical corrections
 Proposed regulations were issued in August 2018 that
withdrew some of the previous proposed regulations
 Portions of the regulations were finalized in January, August
and December 2018
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Why Are the New Rules Important?










Entity level tax – Fundamentally changes how tax related to
partnerships assessed and collected
Should be considered in connection with due diligence
Raises potential structuring considerations
Requires changes to new and existing partnership agreements
and related documents (e.g., purchase agreements)
May affect financial statement reporting
State and local tax implications
Preamble suggests we can anticipate substantial increase in
partnership audits
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General Framework
General Rule –
Partnership Pays
 Partnership

taxed at
highest section 1 or 11
rate in current year

Election Out


Partnership must
have 100 partners or
fewer and satisfy
certain eligibility
requirements



General “non-TEFRA”
rules that were not
modified by BBA
apply



Election made each
year on partnership’s
timely filed return

 Current

partners bear
economic responsibility

 Consider

possibility of
reducing imputed
underpayment amount
(which may require prior
year partners to file
amended returns)

 Adjustment

resulting in
“overpayments” taken into
account by partnership in
adjustment year as
change in non-separately
state income or loss (or as
separately stated credit)



Might allow the IRS to
search into other
partner-level items
that are unrelated to
the partnership

Push-Out
Election
 Reviewed

year
partners increase
chapter 1 taxes in
“current year” based
on “as if amended”
formula for the
reviewed year
through the current
year

 No

amended returns
need be filed

 Partners

pay interest
at increased rate and
penalties

 Alternative

rule does
not apply to
overpayments

 Interest

and penalties
determined at partnership
level
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Items Subject to the New Audit Rules


CCA clarified the rules apply to all “partnership-related items,”
which includes any item or amount that is relevant in
determining the tax liability of any person, without regard to
whether the item or amount appears on the partnership’s
return.
-

Amount, character, source and timing
Contributions / distributions
inside or outside basis Value of partnership assets
transactions between partner and partnership
Partnership elections
foreign tax credits
Partners’ capital accounts
Items related to termination of partnership
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Not Included


Anything outside Chapter 1 of Subtitle A
-

Tax on self-employment income
Medicare tax
Chapter 3 withholding on foreign persons
FATCA withholding
Employment taxes and other taxes in other subtitles



IRS may separately examine the partnership or the partners
outside centralized audit regime
 Example: Must go after partners separately for 3.8% Medicare
tax on unreported dividend income
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Key Definitions


Reviewed year
- Partnership taxable year to which the partnership item being
adjusted relates



Adjustment year
- Generally, partnership taxable year in which the Notice of Final
Partnership Adjustment (“NFPA”) is mailed
• Adjustment pursuant to court decision
• Administrative adjustment request



NOPPA
- Notice of proposed partnership adjustment
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General Rule – Partnership Pays
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General Rule – Partnership Pays


Tax, penalties and interest are determined and paid at
partnership level in current year
 Current-year partners thus bear the economic burden of the
historic underpayment
 Payments are not deductible
 If net change is a negative amount, it is an adjustment that does
not result in an imputed underpayment
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Imputed Underpayment Amount


Calculation:
- Imputed Underpayment = (Net Partnership Adjustment x Highest
Rate In Reviewed Year) +/- Change in tax credits

Net
Adjustment



Highest Tax Rate in Effect in
Reviewed Year Applicable
to C Corporations or
Individuals

Imputed
Underpayment
Amount

Note – Highest rate for any taxpayer applied. So, if individual rates higher
than corporate, highest individual rates apply even if all members are
corporations.
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Grouping and Netting of Adjustments


Four groupings:
-



Reallocations among partners
Adjustments to partnership credits
Adjustment to creditable expenditures
All remaining adjustments (residual)

Subgroupings:
- Items within a group can be further divided into subgroups based on
character (ordinary or capital) and other limitations (long-term versus
short-term capital gain)



Only items in the same grouping or subgrouping are netted
- Net positive amounts are aggregated and multiplied by highest tax rate
for reviewed year and credits applied = imputed underpayment amount
- Net non-positive amount (i.e., taxpayer favorable adjustment) in
residual or reallocation group does not give rise to imputed
underpayment
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Grouping Example Prop. Reg. § 301.6225-1(h), Example (3)
Original return

As Adjusted

Adjustment Amount

Ordinary income

$300

$500

$200

Depreciation deduction

($100)

($70)

$30

Long-term capital gain

$125

$200

$75

Long-term capital loss

($75)

($25)

$50

Total aggregate net-positive adjustments
Tax credit

▪

▪

$3

▪

The tax credit adjustment is in the credit grouping

▪

All other adjustments are in the residual grouping

$2

Step 2: Subgrouping
Because there are no negative adjustments, there is no need for further subgrouping
within the residual grouping

Step 3: Aggregate net positive adjustments
▪

▪

$5

Step 1: Grouping

▪
▪

$355

The adjustments in the residual grouping are summed for a total netted partnership
adjustment of $355

Step 4: Compute imputed underpayment
▪

$355 * 40% + $2 credit adjustment = $144
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Grouping Example Prop. Reg. § 301.6225-1(h), Example (4)
Ordinary income

Original return

As Adjusted

Adjustment Amount

$0

$125

$125

Subtotal ordinary subgrouping

$125

Long-term capital gain

$125

$0

($125)

Long-term capital loss

($75)

($75)

$0

Subtotal long-term capital
subgrouping

($125)

Total aggregate net-positive adjustments

$355

▪

Step 1: Grouping
▪

▪

Step 2: Subgrouping
▪

▪

▪

All adjustments are in the residual grouping
Adjustment to long-term capital gain is placed in a separate subgrouping because
reduction of long-term capital gain is required to be taken into account separately
pursuant to Section 702(a)

Step 3: Aggregate net positive adjustments
▪

The $125 decrease in long-term capital gain is a net negative adjustment in the long-term
capital subgrouping and does not result in an imputed underpayment

▪

Because the ordinary subgrouping is the only subgrouping resulting in a net positive
adjustment, $125 is the total netted partnership adjustment

Step 4: Compute imputed underpayment
▪

$125 * 40% = $50
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Adjustments That Do Not
Result in Imputed Underpayment


Taken into account by partnership in adjustment year (not
reviewed year)
 If partners elect to file amended returns in modification process,
adjustments are taken into account on reviewed year returns
 Generally, no specific allocation rules
 In case of reallocations among partners, then allocate to
adjustment year partners which were partners in reviewed year
and to which amounts reallocated

22

Election Out for “Small”
Partnerships
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Electing Out of the New Rules


Certain small partnerships can entirely elect out of th new
rules
 Requirements
- Partnership issues 100 or fewer Schedules K-1
• Special look-through counting rule for S corporations.
• Example: If partnership required to issue 50 K-1s and S Corp
partner required to issue 51 K-1s to its shareholders, partnership
not eligible to elect out

- Each partner must be either an individual, C corporation (or a
foreign entity that would be treated as a C corporation if it were
domestic), S corporation or estate of a deceased partner
• RICs and REITs are eligible partners
• DREs, trusts, and partnerships are not eligible partners

- Partnership makes election annually on a timely filed return:
names and TINS of partners disclosed as part of election
24

Electing Out – Administrative Issues


On timely filed 1065
- If late – no election out



Foreign partnership only files returns if it has US source income
or is engaged in a US trade or business
- May be too late to elect out
- Need to file skeleton return just to elect out?



Must notify partners within 30 days of election
 Information for each partner


Name
Taxpayer ID Number
Tax classification
Same information for each shareholder of S Corp

Foreign partners?
- Preamble assumes that all foreign partners must have TINs
- Not true if no return required and no treaty
- Could preclude election out – IRS requested comments on foreign
partners
25

Effect of Election Out


If partnership elects out, general pre-TEFRA rules (unaffected
by BBA) apply
 Pre-TEFRA Rules
- Partner-level deficiency proceedings
- Risks of inconsistent results
- Different venues


IRS still intends to increase partnership audits
 Will specifically ensure electing out not to frustrate IRS efforts
and that all partners are identified
- e.g., will confirm that no partners are really nominees
- e.g., will look at whether 2 partnerships are really 1 with more
than 100 partners or ineligible partners
• Impact on master-feeder structures or parallel partnerships?
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Alternative A – Modification of
Imputed Underpayment
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Types of Modifications











Amended partner returns (and alternative procedure to
amended returns)
Tax-exempt partners
Tax rate variance
Passive losses of publicly traded partnerships
Number and composition of imputed underpayments
Qualified investment entities
Closing agreements
Tax treaties
Other
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How to Request Modification


Within 270 days after date NOPPA is mailed (extension is
possible)



Only partnership representative can make request



Must include supporting information and documents
- Detailed description of structure, allocations, ownership and
changes in ownership
- Operating agreement
- Information relating to pass-through partners
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Alternative B – Partners Pay with
“Push Out” Election
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Push-Out Election


A partnership may “push out” adjustments to the reviewed
year partners



A partnership making a push-out election is not liable for the
imputed underpayment



Instead, each reviewed year partner is liable for the tax,
interest and penalties resulting from taking into account its
allocable share of adjustments
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Making the Push-Out Election


Election must be made within 45 days of date FPA is mailed



Partnership must furnish statements to reviewed year partners
(and IRS) within 60 days of date adjustments are final
- Statement must include reviewed year partner’s allocable share
of adjustments and other information, such as approved
modifications



Special Rules for pass-through partners
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Payment of Pushed-Out Amounts


Reviewed year partners take adjustments into account in year in
which they receive statement (the reporting year)



Additional tax is the aggregate of adjustments or a safe harbor
(potentially higher, but easier to calculate amount)



Penalties, additions to tax and interest also due



No amended returns filed
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To Push or Pay?


Benefits of making push-out election
- Eliminates partnership’s tax liability
- Burden not shifted to adjustment year partners
- More accurate tax liability



Costs of making push-out election
- Compliance costs of allocating adjustments and furnishing
statements
- Costs for reviewed year partners to calculate correction amount
- Reviewed year partners subject to higher interest rate
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Partnership Representative and
Other Rules
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Partnership Representative


Replaces Tax Matters Partner
 Requirements:
- Need not be a partner
- Any person including an entity
• If entity, partnership must appoint single individual to act on behalf of
the entity

- Must have capacity to act
- Must have substantial presence in U.S.
• Able to meet with IRS in US at reasonable times and places as
necessary and appropriate
• US Taxpayer ID Number
• US street address and phone number
• Individual designee of entity also must meet these requirements
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Partnership Representative
Designation


Appointment valid until affirmative action to terminate
- Representative resigns
- Partnership revokes designation
- IRS determines designation not in effect



Appoint on tax return for tax year
-

Separate for each year
No carryover one year to next
Applies to the tax year even if rep for another year is different
Stays in effect until event above
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Partnership Representative
Limitations on Change


No resignation or revocation until IRS issues notice of
administrative proceeding or partnership files administrative
adjustment request
- Same rule applies to the designated individual of partnership
representative that is an entity
• How to deal with employee terminations / resignations?

- If two or more revocations within 90 days, the IRS may determine
the revocation is ineffective.


If IRS determines that no designation is in effect – e.g., it
determines that the partnership representative does not have
capacity or substantial presence in the US.
- IRS may designate if not timely designated or multiple revocations
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Partnership Representative
Designation Not In Effect


IRS notifies partnership and last representative
 Normally partnership has 30 days to appoint
 If IRS cannot determine who appointed, IRS appoints without
giving partnership opportunity
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Partnership Representative
Authority









All partners are bound by actions (and final decision in action)
Settlements
Final partnership adjustment
Election to have partners adjust returns rather than pay imputed
underpayment
Extending period for adjustment
Applies even in elect out of centralized audit regime
Sole authority to act on behalf of partnership
No other partners may participate in or contest results of
examination / proceeding without IRS permission
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Who Selects Partnership Representative?


Partnership will want to control; Investors will also want to
control
 Significant investors will want control and smaller investors may
also demand input; consider voting provisions
 May need provisions limiting ability of Partnership
Representative to make certain decisions that bind partnership;
consider whether only significant investors have input or if voting
provisions should be implemented
 All investors will want notice provisions, although new rules do
not require notice. Partnership agreement should provide for
some type of notice to partners.

Impact of Agreement / State Law


Cannot limit broad authority by state law on agreement
- Actions binding
- May be liable for damages on termination
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Considerations When Amending Partnership
Agreements


Who is going to be PR?
- Indemnification for PR
- Who decides what PR can do



Notification of Partners
- New Audit provisions have no statutory notice requirements for
partners



Can Partners compel a push-out?
 Do Partners have a veto on certain decisions?
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Considerations for Foreign
Partnerships
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When is the partnership subject to the BBA?


The new partnership audit rules apply to:
- any partnership required to file a Form 1065; and
- any other entity that filed a Form 1065 for the year (even if not
required and even if it wasn’t a tax partnership).



A foreign partnership is required to file Form 1065 if it has:
- gross ECI income; or
- gross US source income and any direct or indirect US partners.



A foreign partnership with a single US partner (direct or
indirect) can have US source income even if it owns no US
assets, if the partnership has gain from the sale of any
personal property.
- Gain from the sale of personal property is sourced by the
residence of the seller, determined at the partner level.



Foreign partners in such a partnership are now subject to the
new audit rules. If a Form 1065 is not filed, the SOL for a BBA
audit will not start!
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Designating a Partnership Representative


Partnership Representative must have “substantial presence in
the United States”
- available to meet in person with the IRS at a reasonable time and
place as necessary (as determined by the IRS); and
- has a TIN



What do these rules mean for a foreign partnership whose only
connection to US is a US partner who is a minority passive
investor?
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Other Issues for Foreign Partnerships


BEAT:
- Imputed underpayment is computed the “highest tax rate in
effect under §1 or §11. What about BEAT due under §59A?
- Partner level attributes are not impacted if the partnership pays
under 6225. Does this mean that audit alterations to base
erosion tax benefits can be ignored by a partne in determining if
it is subject to BEAT?



CFC partner in a BBA partnership:
- § 6241(12) provides that a US shareholder of the CFC is treated
as partner for purposes of BBA.
- Not clear how the distributive share/pro rata share is calculated
- what if audit increased allocate to CFC, but would have been
subpart f or GILTI. Is there now an inclusion because treated as
a partner?
- GILTI inclusions?
47

Impact and Takeaways
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Impact and Takeaways


Review partnership agreements to identify/address changes,
including:
- designation of partnership representative
- how the partnership will elect to pay in IUA, the manner in which
the payment will be funded and shared among the partners
- If the partnership might push out, the ability to reach prior
partners
- notification and partner recourse rights



Review current organizational structures and choice of legal
entities
- consider structuring to elect out of new rules



Need for identification of arrangements that should be treated
as partnerships not subject to the new rules
- Consider collaborations and other arrangements
49

Drafting Considerations


Scope of the partnership audit language depends on who you
represent (i.e., GP with full power or an investor)
 If your client does not control the entity, consider:
- Board appoints the partnership representative;
- the partnership representative acts at the direction of the Board;
and
- if entity pays a tax, the tax is charged to reviewed-year partners.


Consider indemnification for the partnership representative.
 Include obligation to provide information in order to be subject to
a reduced rate of tax.
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Considerations for Audited Partnership Under
New IRS Audit Procedures
Opting out for Partnerships
with 100 or less Partners

1. Partnership will want to
control decision.

Issuing Push-Out Statements
at the conclusion of the audit

1. Partnership will want to
control decision.

2. Opting out means partners
will be subject to the audit
adjustments. IRS might also
audit partners’ returns for
2. This could be a significant
other items of interest.
administrative burden on
(Partners may not want their
partnership.
individual returns subject to
possible greater scrutiny by
IRS.)

3. Partner will be subject to
“hot interest” rate 2 percent
greater than the normal IRS
interest rate on tax
deficiencies.

Amended Return or
Pull-In Procedure
1. Partnership cannot
control whether
partners file
amended
returns to take into
account audit
adjustments.
2. Consider agreement
with certain large
partners to have
them amend returns
in order to reduce the
partnership .
Consider
requirement for
certain partners to
amend returns?
3. Need to address
administrative
considerations such
as partners providing
partnership proof of
filing amended return
and paying tax on
partnership
adjustments.

Information requirements for
partners and upper-tier entities
1. Partnership will
need to obtain information on the
ultimate owners of the
partnership and whether those
owners are individuals,
corporations or tax exempts.

2. Partnership should consider
information sharing provisions in
the partnership agreement so that
upper-tier flow-through entities are
required to provide information
about their partners and the
ultimate owners of the partnership.

Considerations for Taxable U.S. Investors
Under New IRS Audit Procedures
Opting out for Partnerships
with 100 or less Partners

1. If available, generally
preferable unless sensitive to
potential for greater scrutiny
by IRS.

Push-Out taxes at the
conclusion of the audit

1. May be preferred, unless
sensitive to potential for
greater scrutiny by IRS.

2. Investor may want ability to
compel Push-Out.

3. Partner will be subject to
“hot interest” rate 2
percent greater than the
normal IRS interest rate on
tax deficiencies.

Amended Return or
Pull-In

Information requirements for
partners and upper-tier entities

1. Investor may want
partnership to give it
opportunity to pay tax
to take into account
audit adjustments.

1. Although Investor will want
partnership to be able to lower
rates on audit adjustment if being
paid at partnership level, not clear
yet what type of information the
Investor will have to provide
partnership to give to IRS to get
benefit of lower rates when
applicable.

2. Need to address
administrative
considerations such as
partners providing
partnership proof that
tax was paid on
partnership
adjustments.

2. Issues also arise regarding
Investor obtaining information
from others in tiered situation.
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